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This paper attempts to build a modular computation library by calling different modules to simulate the process of movement of post-fire debris flow. However, there is no convincing proof in this paper whether the models can describe every link of post-fire debris flow. Because the soil condition after a fire is different from the soil before a fire, which will result in lower infiltration rates, more rainfall splash erosion, and more severe gully erosion during movement of post-fire debris flow. Whether the model can truly reflect these scenarios requires more experimental data and field evidence. Comments can be found in below:

The post-fire debris flow is not only the debris flow with high concentration, but also different from the traditional debris flow due to the change of the physical and mechanical properties of the soil after fire. The consequence of this may affect the erosion of debris flow after fire and the amplification effect along the path, which is not well reflected in the model in this paper. And these changes need to be explained experimentally.

Reviewer agree with the author’s consideration of the non-Newtonian property of debris flow in the shallow water equations. While the non-Newtonian property is closely related to the rheological property of post fire debris flow. Therefore, experiments and verification need to be added to make the model convincing.

The research object in this paper is post-fire debris flow. However, in order to verify the correctness of the model, the data of the three experiments of debris flow used in this paper are not from the experiment of post-fire debris flow. Even if the simulation results match the model, it cannot be proved that this model is suitable for the simulation of post-fire debris flow.


The discussion in this paper is not deep enough. The similarities and differences of erosion force and dynamic characteristics between post-fire debris flow and traditional debris flow should be discussed. Otherwise, the model will not be able to distinguish post-fire debris flow and traditional debris flow.

Table 2 does not address specific techniques, algorithms, efficiency advantages and disadvantages. It is suggested that the authors describe the advantages and disadvantages of the above content from a more objective perspective, which is the most
concerned by professionals.


Based on above comments, major revision is suggested.